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Thermodynamics of Discrete Systems and Martensitic Phase
Transition Simulation
A. Berezovski, GA. Maugin
A thermomechanical approach for the modelling of the phase-transition front propagation in solids is
described for the class of thermoelastic phases. This description is based on the balance laws of continuum
mechanics in the reference configuration and the thermodynamics of discrete systems. Contact quantities
are introduced following the basic concepts of the thermodynamics of discrete systems. The values of the
contact quantities are determined within a finite-volume numerical scheme based on a modification of
the known wave-propagation algorithm. No eaplicit expression is used for the kinetic relation governing
the phase transition front propagation. All the needed information is ertracted from the thermodynamic
consistency conditions for adjacent discrete elements. It is shown that the developed model captures the
esperimentally observed velocity difference which appears because of impact~indnced phase transformation.
1 Introduction
Specific features of martensitic phase transformations in solids can be stated as follows (Roytburd, 1995):
1. Martensitic transformations are diffusionless shear transformations;
2. Interfaces between two phases should be coherent and able to move;
3. Martensitic phase transformations can be induced by external loading.
In what follows we consider only stress—induced martensitic phase transformations under dynamic load-
ing. This means that the results of common quasi—static experiments are not suited for the comparis0n
with the computations we performed. The only experimental investigation concerning impact—induced
austenite-martensite phase transformations was given by Escobar and Clifton (1993, 1995). In their
experiments, Escobar and Clifton used thin plate~like specimens of Cu—14.44Al—4.19Ni shapeememory
alloy single crystal. One face of this austenitic specimen was subjected to an oblique impact loading,
generating both shear and cempression. The cenditions of the experiment were carefully designed so as
to lead to plane wave propagation in the direction of the specimen surface normal. The orientation of
the specimen relative to the lattice was chosen so as to activate only a single variant of martensite. The
temperature changes during Escobar and Clifton’s experiments are thought to be relatively unimportant.
The measurements are taken in the central part of the rear face of the specimen. The ratio of the lateral
to the transversal dimensions was chosen so that all the measurements were completed before the arrival
of any release wave originating at the lateral faces of the slab. As Escobar and Clifton noted, measured
velocity profiles pr0vide several indications of the existence of a propagating phase boundary, in parties
ular, a difference between the measured particle velocity and the transverse component of the projectile
velocity. This velocity difference, in the absence of any evidence of plastic deformation, is indicative of a
stress induced phase transformation that propagates into the crystals from the impact face.
From another hand side, just the determination of this velocity difference is most difficult from the
theoretical point of view. In fact, the above mentioned velocity difference depends on the velocity of a
moving phase boundary. Extensive study of the problem of moving phase boundaries (Abeyaratne and
Knowles, 1990, 1991, 1994, 1997a; Maugin, 1997, 1998; Maugin and Trimarco, 1995, 1997; Truskinovski,
1987, 1997) shows that the velocity of a moving phase boundary cannot be determined in the framework of
continuum mechanics without any additional hypothesis. What continuum mechanics is able to determine
is the driving force f3 acting on the phase boundary. The propagation of a phase boundary is thus
expected to be described by a kinetic relation between the driving force f5 and the rate VN, at which
the transformation proceeds:
VN = fife) (l)
where the constitutive function gt provides a continuum—level characterization of the micro—mechanisms
underlying the transformation process.
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Whether impact causes a phase transition depends on the magnitude of the impact velocity. The criterion
for the initiation of an austenite-to-martensite phase transition is assumed to be the attainment of a
critical value f* of driving force f5 at the phase boundary (Abeyaratne and Knowles, 1991, 1997a;
Fomethe and Maugin, 1997; Maugin, 1997; Maugin and Fomethe, 1997; Truskinovsky, 1997). It is
assumed that f* is a materially determined constant. It is found (Abeyaratne and Knowles, 1991, 1997a)
that the kinetic relation and the initiation criterion together single out a unique solution from among the
infinitely many solutions that satisfy the jump conditions at discontinuities.
Recently, Abeyaratne and Knowles (1997b) determined, using the experimental data obtained by Escobar
and Clifton (1993, 1995), the kinetic relation between the phase boundary velocity and driving force
on the basis of the constitutive model they developed. However, the direct comparison between their
predictions and experimental data by Escobar and Clifton for the particle velocity cannot be extracted
from the paper. Therefore, a theoretical explanation of the particle velocity difference is still needed.
In what follows we describe a thermomechanical approach to the modelling of phase-transition front prop-
agation based on the balance laws of continuum mechanics in the reference configuration (Maugin, 1993)
and the thermodynamics of discrete systems (Muschik, 1993). We introduce contact quantities for the
description of non-equilibrium states of discrete elements representing the continuous body. The values of
contact quantities for adjacent elements are connected by means of thermodynamic consistency conditions
(Berezovski et al., 2000). Such conditions are distinct for the homogeneous and heterogeneous cases. The
values of contact quantities can be determined within the composite wave-propagation algorithm that
was successfully applied for the thermoelastic wave propagation in inhomogeneous media including the
case of rapidly varying properties (Berezovski et al., 2000; Maugin and Berezovski, 2000; Berezovski and
Maugin, 2001). We exploit different consistency conditions in the bulk and at the interface between
different phases. A thermodynamic criterion of the initiation of the phase transition process follows from
the simultaneous satisfaction of both homogeneous and heterogeneous thermodynamic consistency con-
ditions at the phase boundary. A critical value of the driving force is determined that corresponds to the
initiation of the phase transition process.
Thus, we do not use any explicit expression for the kinetic relation for the phase transition front propa-
gation. We obtain the needed information from the thermodynamic consistency conditions for adjacent
discrete elements. It is shown that the developed model captures the experimentally observed particle
velocity difference.
2 Uniaxial Motion of a Slab
In order to explain some of the key ideas with a minimum of mathematical complexity, it is convenient
to work in an essentially one-dimensional setting. Consider a slab, which in an unstressed reference
configuration occupies the region 0 < 1:1 < L, —oo < 1:2,m3 < 00, and consider uniaxial motion of the
form
u,- = ui(m, t) (I? = 1:1 (2)
where t is time, (I? are spatial coordinates, u,- are components of the displacement vector. In this case, we
have only three non-vanishing components of the strain tensor
5 _% 5 _5 _l% 5 _5 _l% (3)
11—8m 12— 21—26m 13— 31—26m
Particle velocities associated with the uniaxial motion (equation are
611,7;
6t
 
(4)‚07101770 =
Without loss of generality, we can set 513 = 0,123 = 0. Then we obtain uncoupled systems of equations
for longitudinal and shear components which express the balance of linear momentum and the time
derivative of the Duhamel-Neumann thermoelastic constitutive equation, respectively (Berezovski et al.,
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2000; Berezovski and Maugin, 2001):
8’111 8011 8011 8’111
  
P0005 = am at = (MK) + 2M(X))E + "1005 (5)
and
8’112 _ 8012 8012 _ %
which are complemented by the heat conduction equation
60 Ö 600005 — a (1mg) (7)
Here aij is the Cauchy stress tensor, p0 is the density, 0 is temperature, C(x) is the heat capacity per unit
volume by fixed deformation. The dilatation coefiicient 04 is related to the thermoelastic coefiicient m,
and the Lamé coefiicients A and u by m = —04(3)\ + 2/1). The indicated explicit dependence on the point
x means that the body is materially inhomogeneous in general. These systems of equations, (5) and (6),
can be solved separately. We focus our attention on the system of equations (6) for shear components,
because the martensitic phase transformation is expected to be induced by shear.
2.1 Jump Relations
The phase transformation is viewed as a deformable thermoelastic body growing at the expense of another
deformable thermoelastic body. To consider the possible irreversible transformation of a phase into
another one, the separation between the two phases is idealized as a sharp, discontinuity surface 8 across
which most of the fields suffer finite discontinuity jumps.
Let [A] and < A > denote the jump and mean value of a discontinuous field A across 8, the unit normal
N to 8 being oriented from the “minus” to the “plus” side:
1
[A] := A+ — A‘ < A >:= 5(A+ + A‘) (8)
Let V be the material velocity of the geometrical points of S. The material velocity V is defined by
means of the inverse mapping X = X_1(x, t), where X denotes the material points (Maugin, 1993)
a —1
V:= gt
(9)
X 
The phase transition fronts considered are homothermal (no jump in temperature; the two phases coexist
at the same temperature) and coherent (they present no defects such as dislocations). Consequently, we
have the following continuity conditions (Maugin, 1997, 1998; Maugin and Trimarco, 1997):
[V] =0 [9] =0 at s (10)
Jump relations associated with the conservation laws in the bulk are formulated according to the theory
of weak solutions of hyperbolic systems. Thus the jump relations associated with the balance of linear
momentum and balance of entropy read (Maugin, 1997, 1998; Maugin and Trimarco, 1997)
[980
VN[p0’U2] + [012] = 0 — = 05 Z 0 (11)
where VN = V - N is the normal speed of the points of S, and as is the entropy production at the
interface.
As shown in (Maugin, 1997, 1998; Maugin and Trimarco, 1997), the entropy production can be expressed
in terms of the ” material” driving force f5
fsVN = 9505 Z 0 (12)
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where 95 is the temperature at S.
In addition, the balance of ” material” forces at the interface between phases can be specified to the form
(Maugin, 1997, 1998; Maugin and Trimarco, 1997)
fs = -[W]+ < am > [Eu] (13)
where W is the free energy per unit volume and eij are the components of the strain tensor.
In the considered uniaxial case, we have
fs = -%[011511]- [012512]+%%[(9 — 90)2]+ (14)
1
+§[C\4(3)\ + 2M)(0 — 00)E11]+ < 011 > [511] + 2 < 012 > [512]
The surface balance equation (13) follows from the balance law for pseudomomentum (Maugin, 1993) and
generalizes the equilibrium conditions at the phase-transition front to the dynamical case (c.f. Abeyaratne
and Knowles, 1990, 1991, 1994; Maugin, 1997; Maugin and Trimarco, 1995; Truskinovsky, 1987, 1997).
2.2 The Impact Problem
In a dynamic problem we shall look for a piecewise smooth velocity and stress fields 112(m, t), 012 (1:, t) in
inhomogeneous thermoelastic materials, which obey the following initial and boundary conditions:
012(m,0) = v2(m,0) = 0 for 0 < 1: < L (15)
U2(0,t) = ’UO 012(L,t) = 0 fOI‘ t > 0 (16)
where U0 is given constant, and satisfy the following field equations and jump conditions
Ö(p (X)’U2) _ 6012 6 012 _ 6122
(IT -E ä - ä (17)
VN[pO’U2] + [012] = 0 — = 0'5 Z 0 = 0 = 0 fSVN Z 0 at S
The field equations (17) are linear, but the whole problem is nonlinear because both position and velocity
of a moving phase boundary should be determined inside the solution. Therefore, the initial-boundary
value problem cannot be solved analytically, and we need to develop a numerical method capable of com-
puting dynamical phase transition problems. We start with the wave-propagation algorithm (LeVeque,
1997) because the system of equations (17) is a system of conservation laws.
3 Finite-Volume Approximation
The system of equations for one-dimensional shear elastic wave propagation (17) can be represented in
the form of a conservation law
öq Öf(q‚ w)
ä+ 81:
 
= 0 (19)
if) ) (20)
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In the standard wave-propagation algorithm (LeVeque, 1997), the cell average
1 $n+1/2
Qk / q(m‚tk)dm (21)n z —
Am n—1/2
is updated in each time step as follows
At
Q2“ = Q2 — A—m(F5+1 — F5) (22)
where F5 approximates the time average of the exact flux taken at the interface between the cells, i.e.
k 1 tk+1
F" z E / f(q(m„_1/2,t))dt (23)
tk
for each cell numbered by subscript n and each time step k.
The main difficulty here is to determine the appropriate values of numerical fluxes The corresponding
procedure was established by LeVeque (1997) on the basis of the solution of the Riemann problems at
each interface between cells. It was shown (Bale et al., 2002) that the characteristic property of the
conservative wave-propagation algorithm is the following
F:_1(QZ_1) — maß) = moi) — f„_1(Qä_1) (24)
where superscripts ”+” and ”-” denote numerical fluxes from the left and right sides of the cell edge,
respectively. The advantages of the wave-propagation algorithm are high-resolution and the possibility for
a natural extension to higher dimensions (Langseth and LeVeque, 2000). The wave-propagation method
was successfully applied to the simulation of wave propagation in inhomogeneous media with rapidly-
varying properties with some additional modifications to ensure the full second order accuracy (Fogarty
and LeVeque, 1999).
What we need is to extend this well developed numerical method to the simulation of moving phase
boundaries in solids. The required extension of the algorithm should be combined with the modelling
of additional constitutive notions (kinetic relation and criterion of initiation) in the framework of ther-
modynamic consistency. The thermodynamic consistency manifests itself only at the discrete level of
description (e.g., in numerical approximation). It simply means that the thermodynamic state of any
discrete element (grid cell) of the computational domain should be consistent with the corresponding
state of its sub-elements (sub-cells), if we try to refine the mesh.
3.1 Thermodynamics of Discrete Systems
It is salient to remind the reader of the notion of discrete systems in thermodynamics (Muschik, 1993).
In such thermodynamics, the thermodynamic state space is extended by means of contact quantities in
order to describe non-equilibrium states. In this perspective a discrete system is a domain G of R3 that
is separated from its environment G* by a contact surface 8G. The interaction between G and G* is
described by contact quantities. In a Schottky system per se, this interaction consists of heat, work and
mass exchanges. For instance, considering heat exchange Q, the contact temperature is defined by the
following inequality (Muschik, 1993):
Q(g_%) 20 (25)
for vanishing work and mass exchange rates. Here T* is the thermostatic temperature of the equilibrium
environment. From relation (25) it follows that and the bracket have always the same sign. If we
now suppose that there exists exactly one equilibrium environment for each arbitrary discrete system for
which the net heat exchange between them vanishes, then the defining inequality (25) determines the
contact temperature 9 of the system as the thermostatic temperature T* of the system’s environment
for which this net exchange vanishes. The dynamic pressure, p, and the dynamic chemical potential, u,
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are defined analogously
V(p-p*)20 MOW—MEG (26)
where V is the time rate of volume, and M is the time rate of mass. The contact quantities so defined
provide a complete thermodynamic description of non-equilibrium states of a separated discrete system.
Note, however, that the values of the defined contact quantities differ from the values of usual bulk
parameters in the case of local equilibrium. For interacting elements, which are the case in our study, the
values of bulk and contact quantities of adjacent elements are additionally connected by thermodynamic
consistency conditions, which will be pointed out in the next section.
In the required extension of the concepts of the thermodynamics of discrete systems to the thermoelastic
case, we divide the body into a finite number of identical elements. The state of each element is then
identified with the thermodynamic state of a discrete system associated with that element, each element
being assumed in local equilibrium. In thermoelasticity, in addition to 9 and the defining inequality (25),
which governs heat exchange, we must define a contact dynamic stress tensor Eij since the state space
includes the deformation. Analogously to defining inequality (25) that holds for éij = 0 we have thus
65,-]-
6t
 
(zu - 0%) Z 0 (Q = 0) (27)
Here ofj is the Cauchy stress tensor in the environment. Now it remains to make the connection between
the bulk quantities that appear in (17) and the defined contact quantities.
3.2 Thermodynamic Consistency Conditions
The thermodynamic consistency conditions for two simple thermodynamic fluid-like discrete systems, for
which the internal energy E depends only on the volume V and the temperature 0, i.e., E = E(V, 0), can
be expressed as follows (Berezovski et al., 2000)
6(E+E“W) _K—av>J—0
in the homogeneous case (term ” homogeneous” means here that the state of the system, combined by
the two neighbouring systems, is determined under the assumption of continuity of temperature at the
interface between the systems), and
am" + Em) _
(T)? _ 0 (29)
in the heterogeneous one (term ”heterogeneous” means here that pressure is continuous across the in-
terface). Remember that square brackets denote jumps of corresponding quantities. Here Eint is the
interaction energy, which appears in the description of the interaction of non-equilibrium discrete sys-
tems. The introduction of such an additional term is needed for the providing of a consistent simultaneous
thermodynamic description of local accompanying states for both a discrete system as aAwhole and the
same system combined by its discrete subsystems. It should be noted that the value of E1” is undeter-
mined, yet.
In the thermoelastic case, the thermodynamic derivatives which we should exploit instead of (%)6 and
(E) are the following (Callen, 1960, ch.13.):
p
6V
6E _ aaij 8E _ as
H
)6 — — ( )Eij + OZ]
)0,” — 0 )0” + 01-]
where E is the internal energy per unit volume, and overbar denotes averaged quantities. It is supposed
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that the introduced contact quantities are connected with the energy of interaction in a similar way
aEint 82i], aEint aSint
= — 2.. = 2.. 1
( aeü )6 9( 60 + ‘3 ( am (aet- + ‘3 (3 )
    
In fact, the latter two equations are relations of the constitutive type for the introduced contact quantities.
However, the interaction entropy SW5 is still undetermined yet.
Substituting the thermodynamic derivatives (30), (31) into the consistency conditions (28), (29), we
obtain that the parameters of the adjacent non-equilibrium elements of a thermoelastic continuum should
satisfy the thermodynamic consistency conditions, which can be called ”homogeneous” (valid for all
processes with no entropy production)
60,7 62%
We) am L.51'; j
  
= 0 (32)
 
and ” heterogeneous” (corresponds to any inhomogeneity accompanied by entropy production)
BS 68"”
[0 (Beij)a,j +017. + 9( 65,7 )„.. + Eij
U
  
= 0 (33)
 
We propose to apply the thermodynamic consistency conditions to determine the values of field quantities
at the phase boundary. However, we can develop a general procedure for the calculation of numerical
fluxes at each interface between discrete elements.
For this purpose, we represent the finite-volume algorithm (22) in terms of contact quantities (Berezovski
et al., 2000; Maugin and Berezovski, 2000; Berezovski and Maugin, 2001):
AQ2“ = c2: — A—„j (am) — 0mm) (34)
where Ci denote contact quantities corresponding to the right and left interfaces of the element, respec-
tively,
GHQ.) = ( 3:283) ) (35)
Here V denotes, by duality, the contact deformation velocity. First we apply the homogeneous consistency
condition (32) to determine the values of the contact quantities in homogeneous medium.
3.3 Contact Quantities in the Bulk
We distinguish ”dynamic” and ”thermal” parts of the condition (32) represented in terms of averaged
bulk quantities, which are used in the finite-volume scheme (34):
_ _ — Öäij 62H _
[a„+2„]—0 and l9( 80 )Er+e( 60 _0 (36)
J U
In the homothermal case, it is suflicient to consider only the dynamic part. For the shear component in
the uniaXial case, the dynamic part of the homogeneous consistency condition (36)1 is reduced to
(Elfin—1 — (21—2)” = (512% - (512)n—1 (37)
The latter should be complemented by the kinematic condition (Maugin, 1993) which can be rewritten
in the small-strain approximation as follows
[v + V] = 0 (33)
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Assuming that the jump of contact velocity is determined by the second term of latter relation
[V] = [V] (39)
we obtain in the uniaXial case
(VS—)n—l _ = (172)” ‘(172ln—1 (40)
The two relations (37) and (40) can be expressed in the vectorial form as follows:
C:—1(an€,—1) _ C;(an€,) = fn(Qä) — fn—1(Qä—1)- (41)
It is easy to see that the last expression is nothing more than the characteristic property (24) for the
conservative wave-propagation algorithm.
Thus, the thermodynamic consistency conditions and kinematic conditions at the cell edge automatically
lead to the conservative wave-propagation algorithm. From another point of view, this means that the
wave-propagation algorithm is thermodynamically consistent.
In practice, we note that the contact velocities are connected with contact stresses by relations along
characteristic lines of the system of equations (17)
— _ _(21—2)n + _ (Sigh—1
(V2 )n — pncn (V2 )n—l — pn—lcn—l
where c2 = ,u/po.
Therefore, we have a linear system of equations for the determining of contact stresses
(Ell—fln—l _ (EI—2)” = (612)” _ (612)n—1 (43)
2+ —1 Er _ _( 12)” + ( 12)” = (1)2)” _ (U2)n_1
pn—lcn—l pncn
Solving the system of linear equations for contact stresses, we obtain the values of contact quantities
needed to update the state of each cell to the next time step within the finite-volume numerical scheme
(34).
The homogeneous consistency condition (32) was successfully applied in the composite wave-propagation
algorithm for the simulation of thermoelastic wave propagation including the case of media with rapidly-
varying properties (Berezovski et al., 2000; Maugin and Berezovski, 2000; Berezovski and Maugin, 2001).
Moreover, the heterogeneous consistency condition (33) can be reduced to the homogeneous one for
all processes with no entropy production. However, phase transitions are always accompanied by the
production of entropy. This dictates us the rule of application of the consistency conditions: homogeneous
one is used in the bulk (for thermoelastic waves) and the heterogeneous one is used at the phase boundary
(where the entropy is produced).
3.4 Contact Quantities at the Phase Boundary
Suppose that the interface between two thermoelastic phases is placed between elements numbered by
p — 1 and p. We propose to apply the heterogeneous consistency conditions (33) for the calculation of
the contact stresses at the phase boundary
[é + [im] + [a (35:90] + [2.3-] = 0 (45)
Further, we suppose that the jump of the entropy of interaction is equal to the jump of total entropy at
the phase boundary
  
[S] = [SW] (46)
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For the computation of the entropy jump at the phase boundary, we will exploit the jump relation
corresponding to the balance of the entropy (11)2 and the expression for the entropy production in terms
of the driving force (12)
k 60
VN[S] + = (47)
 
where the driving force is determined by the balance of ” material” forces (14). It follows from equations
(46) and (47) that
f5 1 k 89
S = — — — —— 4l l es VN 0 6N ( 8)
Thus, we can conclude that the entropy of interaction has both thermal and dynamic contributions
51th _ Srth 51th 49
_ dyn + therm ( )
As previously, we divide the heterogeneous consistency condition (45) into dynamic and thermal parts.
For the dynamic part we obtain
_ 33322
[Oijl+[2ijl=— 9 a (50)
Here we take into account that all the temperatures are equal in the homothermal case
0„_1 = 0„ = e;_1 = e; (51)
To compute the derivatives of the entropy of interaction with respect to thermodynamic variables Eij we
extend the definition of the entropy of interaction on every point of the body by similarity to the relation
(48):
52: = g (52)
where f is defined by analogy with the balance of material forces at the phase boundary (13)
f = —W+ < Uij > 5ij + f0 (53)
with
< („j >= (54)
2
In the uniaxial case we have then for the shear contact stresses
(Zäh—1 - (Eh—2);) = 0 (55)
This relation should be complemented by the coherency condition (10), which can be expressed in terms
of contact velocities as follows
(V3124 — (15):» = 0 (56)
The contact velocities are still connected with contact stresses by the relations along characteristic lines
of the system of equations (17). Therefore, the obtained conditions (55) and (56) form a linear system
of equations which can be solved exactly. Thus, all the contact quantities at the phase boundary are
determined, and we can update the state of the elements adjacent to the phase boundary by means of
the wave-propagation algorithm. However, all the considerations are valid only after the initiation of the
phase transformation process.
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3.5 A Thermodynamic Initiation Criterion for the Stress-induced Phase Transition
We propose to expect the initiation of the stress-induced phase transition if both heterogeneous and
homogeneous consistency conditions are satisfied at the phase boundary simultaneously. This is motivated
by analogy with stability conditions in fluid-like systems.
In fact, the intrinsic stability of single-component simple systems may be expressed by two conditions
(Callen, 1960, ch.8)
89 Öp
— > 0, — — > 0 57
(35 ) V (3V) a ( )
If the criteria of stability (57) are not satisfied, then a system breaks up into two or more phases. The
critical point that forms the boundary between full stability and instability is determined by several
conditions, the first of them (necessary, but not sufficient) being the following (Callen, 1960, ch.9)
(are
The same condition can be expressed in terms of the thermodynamic derivatives, which we use in the
thermodynamic consistency conditions (28), (29)
6E 8Ewe,
The latter criterion can be interpreted as the condition of a continuous changing of the type of equilibrium.
Thus, we suppose that the heterogeneous consistency condition (33) and the homogeneous consistency
condition (32) are simultaneously fulfilled at the phase boundary at the beginning of the phase transfor-
mation process
[5 (g: )0] + [an-j] + [g (aai::t)a] + [2,7] = 0 (60)
m—mm—Wäm=o
Eliminating the jumps of stresses from the system of equations (60), (61), we again consider the dynamic
part of the combined consistency condition
_ a _asgg; _ 6333;HE (are, -9 -0 (62)
0' E 0'
For the shear component, the dynamic part of the combined consistency condition (62) leads to the
continuity of the averaged shear stress at the phase boundary
    
[512] = 0 (63)
Unfortunately, the latter relation can be fulfilled without any phase transformation (e.g., at rest). This
is inconvenient for the criterion of the initiation of phase transformation process and we do not use it.
Thus, we still need a criterion for the initiation of the phase transformation process. For this purpose,
we should check also the combined consistency condition (62) for the normal components which can be
specified to the form
2(‚\+2u) 2(/\+2M) _ 2
“‘1 <m>+ < f > [ml - ‘W” + 2“” (64)
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Here we took into account that before the initiation of the phase transformation process all the temper-
atures hold the initial values
.93 : 90 {65)
Remember, that the value of f0 is undetermined yet. We can choose this value in such a way that
< f >: 0. (66)
Therefore, we obtain for the driving force at the interface
05(3)} -l- 2p) H
Ä + 2p; > (6r)
2
fs : if] = 3%“ [am + 2u)]<
The right hand side of the latter relation can be interpreted as a critical value for the driving force.
Therefore, the proposed criterion for the initiation of the stress—induced phase—transition in the case of
uniaxial shear waves is the following one:
    
lfSl 2 lfcritécali
Where
_ 93 a(3A + 2,”)
form, _ — 2 [01(3)\ + 2a)] < A + 2” . (69)
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Figure 1. Particle Velocity versus Impact Velocity. Smooth Loading.
The material velocity at the interface is determined by means of the jump relation for linear momentum
(11)
[512i= ———7
2 < .00 > [512] (70)
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The direction of the front propagation is determined by the positivity of the entropy production (12)
as =fl 2 0. (71)
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The obtained relations at the phase boundary are used in the described numerical scheme for the simu-
lation of phase-transition front propagation.
4 Numerical Results
To compare the results of numerical simulation with experimental data by Escobar and Clifton (1993,
1995), we extract the properties of austenite phase of the Cu-14.44Al-4.19Ni shape-memory alloy from
their paper: the density p = 7100 kg/m3, the elastic modulus E = 120 GPa, the shear wave velocity
cs = 2613.5 m/s, the dilatation coeflicient 04 = 6.75-10‘6 1 /K. As it was recently reported (Emel’yanov et
al., 2000), elastic properties of martensitic phase of Cu-Al-Ni shape-memory alloy after impact loading are
very sensitive to the amplitude of loading. Therefore, for the martensitic phase we choose, respectively,
E = 60 GPa, cs = 2128 m/s, with the same density and dilatation coeflicient as above. Following
Abeyaratne and Knowles (2000), we note that the introduced elastic moduli are neither Young’s moduli
nor bulk moduli.
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Figure 2. Kinetics of Transformation.
To compare the results of modelling with experimental data by Escobar and Clifton, we determined the
particle velocities corresponding to different impact velocities. The calculations were performed by means
of a composite finite-volume scheme with the Courant number equal to 1. In the homogeneous case this
gives the exact solution of the hyperbolic system of equations
Following Abeyaratne and Knowles (1997b), we use the half velocity of the flyer plate because the
specimen and the flyer plate were both composed of the Cu-Al-Ni alloy being tested. The half of the
measured transverse particle velocity is chosen for the comparison due to reflection at the rear face of the
specimen. The results of the comparison are given in Fig. 1, where the predictions of the simple model
corresponding to the linear kinetic relation (1) are also shown. It should be noted that the mobility
coeflicients in the linear model are calculated by means of the values of the driving force determined by
the present numerical model and experimental data by Escobar and Clifton. As examples, two different
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straight lines are given based on the results of two different experiments. As one can see, the linear
models cannot approximate the experimental points related to remaining experiments. At the same
time, the particle velocity computed by means of the present model is practically independent of the
impact velocity, which has better correspondence to the available experimental data.
The kinetics of transformation can be represented by the relation between phase boundary speed and
driving force, which is shown in Fig. 2. Here the corresponding values of the phase boundary speed are
calculated by means of the relation (70), while the values of driving force are determined by the equation
(14). As previously, the calculations were performed for different impact velocities. As one can see, the
shape of the obtained curve is not linear. This confirms once more that linear kinetic relations are unable
to predict the experimentally observed difference between tangential impact velocity and transversal
particle velocity in the experiments by Escobar and Clifton.
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